CONTAINERSHIPS CHOOSES ENIRAM FOR ENERGY MANAGEMENT
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Helsinki, Finland 21 April, 2015 – Eniram Limited, the Finnish provider of energy management technology
and data analytic services to the shipping industry, today announced that short sea end-to-end operator
Containerships had selected Eniram to help optimize its vessel performance and reduce fuel consumption.
“We are very pleased to be working with Eniram and look forward to a prolific, long-lasting
relationship”, adds Frederic Leca, COO, Containerships. Our constant focus on reducing our emissions
via improved consumption is very much in line with our company environmental strategy (LNG vessels, LNG
trucks and extensive use of intermodality). Furthermore, we see an excellent fit between two leading
Nordic companies who can share different experiences: short seas shipping and Eniram fuel consumption
reduction expertise”.
Jonas Bergring, VP Sales & Marketing, Eniram, comments: “We are delighted to be selected by
Containerships, Eniram’s first ever Finnish customer. Eniram’s Platform, Trim and Speed will all be
deployed to optimise fuel efficiency and enhance the vessels’ eco-friendly design, and we will also be
debuting our new solid state attitude sensors which boast increased accuracy and reliability for the
recording of sea state conditions.
Mr Bergring continues: “Containerships’ investment in energy management shows their clear
determination to propose greener transportation, and we look forward to working together on new projects
in the future.”
ABOUT ENIRAM
Established in 2005, Eniram provides the maritime industry with energy management technology to reduce
fuel consumption and emissions. Created by experienced seafarers and technologists, Eniram’s solutions
range from single onboard applications to comprehensive fleet analysis. They are used by small and large
shipping companies on ships ranging from cruise liners, tankers, LNGs, container ships bulkers and
ferries. Eniram’s mission is to deliver quality products and services that enable customers to save
fuel, increase profitability and reduce harmful emissions. Eniram is headquartered in Helsinki, Finland
and has subsidiaries in the UK, the USA, Germany and Singapore www.eniram.fi
ABOUT CONTAINERSHIPS
CONTAINERSHIPS is a leading short sea end-to-end operator providing full service logistics from producer
to consumer. The company is present in 21 countries and operates a fleet of 14 ships across the North and
Baltic Seas as well as the Mediterranean. Containerships services are designed to offer a competitive and
environmentally friendly alternative to road transport through frequent departures and the use of 45-foot
containers that offer the same loading capacity as road trailers. www.containershipsgroup.com
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